
Marketing Leaders, 
  
As follow up to our last communication, please find a revised set of observations that reflect new 
data points collected this week. 
  
Overall, the situation remains largely similar. Cost to advertise continues to fall in auction-based 
channels, yet many, but not all, brands are experiencing a degradation in their paid conversion rates 
that negates the cheaper media. It’s important to note that there are nuances across categories (e.g., 
discretionary versus essential consumer goods) and even within a given category, performance 
datapoints are disparate and volatile across brands, likely driven by differences in messaging, 
assortment relevance, and channel mix. 
  
Media Consumption 

 We are continuing to see a rise in media consumption in social and TV / OTT channels. 
 In response to soaring engagement on FB & IG, Mark Zuckerberg was quoted, “We’re just 

trying to keep the lights on over here.” In countries like Italy that have been hardest hit, FB 
has reported that users are spending up to 70% more time in-app, with significant growth in 
messaging. 

 Within TV, news continues to see large gains in viewership, led by CNN and to a lesser extent, 
MSNBC and Fox. Entertainment and Spanish-language channels are also up, while Sports 
remains in decline. 
  

Advertising Trends 
 We continue to hear from agency partners that advertisers are pulling back spend. There are 

some that are pulling spend altogether (e.g., travel & hospitality), and many others that are 
scaling back in a smaller way (10-20% reduction) and focusing on more efficient tactics. This 
trend (less advertiser demand), combined with increased media consumption (more 
eyeballs), has led to declines in advertising costs in auction-based formats. In aggregate, we 
are now observing 20% to 30%+ declines in FB CPMs and Google CPCs, when comparing this 
past week’s data to pre-COVID levels. 

 While cost to advertise is down, for many brands, so is conversion through core paid 
channels (FB + Google). On the whole, it seems that conversion rate degradation is negating 
the impact of reduced media cost. That said, conversion datapoints are highly volatile day-to-
day and quite disparate across companies, especially as brands have introduced promotional 
levers to counteract market trends. 

 Performance across Amazon Advertising tactics, like Sponsored Brand and Product Ads, 
remains strong, but many advertisers are struggling to scale their spend due to shifts in 
consumer demand toward essential products, supply chain issues related to OOS, and 
changes to FBA. 
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